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Sustainable agro-food consumption is a model intended to conserve the resources of today for future need. Consumers

play a crucial role in transitioning towards sustainable food consumption, as they judge the attributes of products on the

market and are the final decision-makers when it comes to changing consumption habits. Consequently, investigations on

agro-food consumption from consumers’ perspectives are of great value.
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1. Introduction

The transition to agro-food production and consumption practices within sustainable food-chain development has

undergone rapid expansion and its achievements have attracted much attention . Many active implementations of

sustainable consumption and production (SCP) are currently in progress across 178 countries of the world . Organic

production brings economic prosperity, social and environmental benefits, and advantages in rural development. It is

irrefutable that the choice to consume organic foods has gained much popularity in the world of today, following

realizations surrounding healthy self-improvement needs . In light of this continuing trend, SCP is considered to be

of great importance.

Sustainable production aims to further solidify economic and social progress whilst maintaining environmental harmony.

Presently, organic production is an integrated system that incorporates organic food production and management with

environmental concerns, reflecting congruence with social norms on sustainable consumption. However, consumers’

attitudes toward sustainable agro-food (SAF) consumption correlate to omnipresent factors, for instance, the tastes,

habits, lifestyles, food safety concerns, environmental considerations, and confidence of buyers. As expected, consumers’

awareness about the aforementioned factors have brought about changes in purchase patterns, signifying end-users’

preferences and eventually prompting the advancement of organic production. Consumers’ perspectives account for a

large proportion of SAF purchasing, leading to the necessary further inspection of buyers’ credence toward SAF

consumption . Unequivocally, the progression of the effective investigation of SAF consumption requires the

perspectives of consumers. However, compared to the analysis of manufacturers’ perspectives, the scrutinization of

consumer’s perspectives regarding sustainable development has proven rather challenging, as the individual cognition

process regarding green food consumption is relatively more complex than the measurement of manufacturing

procedures. In fact, the transference of consumer perspectives from conventional to sustainable agro-food consumption is

representative of accumulated social norm shifting, which often involves many intangible elements of decision making .

Although organic foods are considered mainstream now, previous papers have reported that consumers’ attitudes towards

sustainable food consumption and purchasing behavior are not consistent .

In addition, the dynamics of different cultures, as well as individual competences across borders as regards sustainability,

result in the need for further, sufficient studies to be undertaken on this topic. Due to improvements in quality of life and a

shift in values from a traditional diet to a healthy diet in Asia, the consumption of organic food in Asia is on the rise,

reflecting consumers’ increasing preference for organic products . Therefore, France and Taiwan were chosen for

this cross-cultural comparison, to further compare consumer views from organic sectors of different maturity. Additionally,

this investigation can add to the bigger picture regarding consumers’ perspectives on food consumption in Asia . The

crucial value of this cross-cultural study is that it shows different developing pathways and may be used as a blueprint for

further investigations.

2. Background of Sustainable Agro-Food Consumption

Sustainable agro-food consumption is related to diverse macro- and individual-level factors. For instance, macro factors

such as the availability of green foods , the affordability of certain food options , the health and

safety concerns of organic agro-foods , transportation and distributions systems , and the
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ecological concerns of the food supply  were inspected from previous studies. In recent years, more individual

factors were examined, for example, consumers’ awareness on SAF purchasing , perceived values of green

food , and the shifting social norms over years of promulgation on SAF consumption .

In particular, social norms, referring to beliefs, values, attitudes, and behaviors of a group of people, play an essential role

in sustainable purchasing behavior from end users’ view . Exploring social norms of SAF consumption remains key to

understanding consumers’ perspectives and purchase intention . Studies on the effectiveness of social norms have

shown that social message exposure may influence consuming choices in food intakes . Consumers with more

favorable attitudes toward organic foods demonstrated higher levels of health concerns and advisable consumption

behavior . Correspondingly, interpersonal related factors such as trust and tradition also addressed their efficacy in

influencing food consuming behavior . In addition to the affective influence on attitudes and

judgements surrounding SAF consumption, social norms also highlight consumers’ preferences as powerful interventions

to govern consumers’ decision making between individual behaviors and social factors . Though contemporary

research in the effectiveness of social norms and organic food consumption is sparse but growing, people’s overall

beliefs, values, attitudes, and behaviors, by all means to explain and also to influence their sustainable agro-food

consumption choices .

Considering that the composition of social norms is inextricably intertwined with individual values and beliefs, consumer

awareness of product quality, understanding and confidence of SAF is an essential factor of the study. The latest research

has confirmed that one’s distinct levels of knowledge, experience, and engagement toward green product consumption

yield different effects on people’s preference formation . The more positive the attitude of an individual awareness

towards the SAF consumption, the stronger the consumers’ intention to perform their purchase behavior . In general,

consumers’ health consciousness, knowledge regarding green foods, environmental concerns, animal welfare, and

purchasing power are in relation to consumers’ willingness to purchase organic food. To be more specific, egoist factors,

defined as consumers’ health-related concerns, were better predictors to organic food purchase behavior than altruistic

factors that related to environmental concerns . Similarly, sensory pleasure of green food contributes is related to the

taste of habit, which help to drive the demand and consumption of SAF . Previous studies have investigated that the

taste and quality of SAF accelerated sales of organic foods, being one of the critical factors that influence consumers’

level of preferences .

Although recent studies on navigating SAF consumption from the implicit aspect continue to be lauded by researchers,

challenges of structural constraints have not gone unnoticed. To better understand the perspectives of consumers’ SAF

preferences, it is important to also capture consumers’ perceptions on external constraints. For that, the distribution of

SAF interacts with providers’ pricing strategies; it is directly related to consumers’ economic status . Consequently,

price fairness was proven to have its impact on purchase behavior . Constraints of the kind also include the

availability of SAF  and the possibility of locally sourced “locavore” channels . To this end, as shown in

Table 1, the study design consisted of three key factors (social norms, consumer awareness, structural constraints), and

11 sub-factors.

Table 1. Identification of factors to SAF consumption.

Key Factors Sub-Factors References

Social norms

Health and safety

Ecological concerns

Social responsibility

Tradition and region

Consumer awareness

Sensory pleasure

Product quality

Product understanding

Product confidence

Structural constraints

Availability of products

Acceptability of price

Possibility of locavore
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Considering possible solutions to the external hurdles that promulgate civic engagement for more sustainable

consumption, the adaptation of policies to bolster SAF consumption would be considered effective actions. To address the

development of SAF, Taiwan government has restructured its agricultural sector to ensure the competence of SAF supply.

Major policy launched featuring the application of technological innovations in sustainable agriculture, ensuring the

reduction of pesticides and the enhancement of the Certificated Agriculture Standard on food safety . The French

government centered its policy on sustainable management of agricultural benefits and food education . Indeed,

specific public policy options on building solid certification systems and the promotion of SAF education may result in

positive feedback in terms of better understanding and trust in green products . In addition, policy measures of

socially responsible and eco-friendly initiatives from the manufactory side may concretely buttress the development of

SAF production . It will come as no surprise that the enacting of policies and services help build necessary SAF

knowledge and trust in certification systems . To envision a practical use of the research outcomes, we were also

targeted at revealing consumers’ perspectives on possible political enhancement to SAF consumption, with three most

frequent mentioned factors from previous studies in this regard: the promotion of education and information, reinforcement

of certification and inspection systems, incentive of eco-friendly initiative and social-responsible initiatives. References in

this respect are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Alternatives of political enhancement to SAF consumption.

Political enhancement

Promotion of education and information

Reinforcement of certification and inspection systems

Incentive of eco-friendly initiative and social-responsible initiatives

In sum, to regard consumers’ perspectives toward sustainable agro-food purchasing requires examinations from

distinguishing potential consumers’ preferences on social norms, as well as the individual awareness on SAF

consumption as the implicit motives, and additionally, to evaluate consumers’ view on structural constraints and possible

policy reinforcements as the explicit factors may identify consumer expectations on facilitators and barriers toward SAF

consumption, reconnecting food producers and consumers. The improvement of SAF patterns is more likely to occur if

coordinated and focused action from government, organization management as well as consumers and with the public

integrated.

3. Cross-Cultural Comparison of Sustainable Agro-Food Consumption
from Consumers’ Perspectives: Cases from Taiwan and France

With eco-awareness growing, sustainable food consumption has received greater attention worldwide. The consumption

rate of organic food and other sustainable food products is surging. Therefore, the challenge is how to accelerate this

movement and generalize it to be attained in every corner of the world because maintaining sustainable food chains

needs requires a global effort. This study is here to discuss the key components of a sustainable food consumption then

evaluate them from the local consumers’ perspectives, which are the final decision-makers for transforming their diet

habits. Thus, personal value and perceived cognitions are extremely important from this point of view. Once buyers have

an adequate understanding and knowledge towards sustainable foods or certification systems, it will increase their

confidence in this genre of products. As previous studies have repeatedly stressed, consumers’ positive attitudes over

sustainable food products can be created through gathering information and trust.

Cross-cultural comparison is an essential element in our study; it shows the different development of the case areas and

may be used as a blueprint for further investigations. However, when comparing two areas, the macro and structural

factors must be considered because these are the elements that establish the society and shape the dissimilarities. The

two factors interrelated and interconnected with each other, such as different agricultural contexts, vary people’s diet

habits and issues concerning them. Nevertheless, to find people’s needs from a sustainable consumption standpoint is

the ultimate goal. Once the future policy implications can fulfil citizens’ real demands, it will be more efficient and favorable

to facilitate a diet transition.

The results brought some important messages. For the principal factor, the factor of ideological trends is the most

important consideration in both Taiwan and France, indicating that the importance of its sub-factors has also relatively

increased. The importance of ideological trends mainly comes from the TRE and SOR related to personal values, public

opinion, and society. Ideological trends are mainly recognized by female respondents in the survey distribution in Taiwan,

while in France, they are mostly affected by the recognition of older people. For the sub-factors, the most important thing

for both case areas is product accessibility, which is more valued by the public than TRR in sustainable food consumption.
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In addition, it can be found that health is relatively less important in the consumption of sustainable food. Considering the

part of age analysis, social responsibility is gradually being valued with age. The health factor is that middle-aged people

pay more attention to it than elderly people. The age groups in both case areas do not value product confidence related to

product certification. In addition, almost all age groups in France attach importance to the price factor, especially men who

are married or have an education level below high school. On the other hand, married men in Taiwan attach importance to

product knowledge. For the policy alternatives, the three alternatives are equally important, while education and

information is the highest in France. In terms of age analysis, France can strengthen the certification and inspection

system for young people, which will have a better acceptance, while for the elderly, it is suitable to use education and

information as the basis for the promotion of sustainable food consumption.
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